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New this Week
 What’s the key to helping your team navigate change? – Communicate,
communicate – and then communicate some more! We know that in times of
change, our team members need to hear from us more, not less. And while they
need and should get information from our established channels (like The SCOPE),
they also need and want to hear directly from you, their leader. Here are some
quick tips and reminders about communicating during times of change.
 3 things to know about the new Mission Hospital for Advanced Medicine –
From the project’s home base online to the “red sticker” event happening in June,
here are the latest updates to share with your team members about the Mission
Hospital for Advanced Medicine.

Quick Note
 Who receives Leadership Loop? Since our transition to HCA Healthcare
Outlook, we have had several requests for individuals to be added to Leadership
Loop. Previously, this distribution list was automated to recognize team members
who have at least one direct report. This automated capability is no longer
available, so we are looking into our best options to manage this complex
distribution list moving forward. We’ll make sure all necessary individuals are on
the receiving end of Leadership Loop as soon as possible. Thanks for your
patience while we work through this change!

Timely Reminders
 The facts about unions in healthcare – All supervisors across all Mission Health
locations (including permanent charge nurses) are required to attend one of the
sessions in Asheville on either May 28, 29 or 30. If you haven’t already, sign up
and find out what you need to do if you can’t attend a scheduled session.
 Credentialing for Verified Professionals at Mission Health – While this training
has already occurred, Mission Health will roll out its new credentialing system for
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verified professional later in June as we transition to HCA Healthcare’s affiliate,
HealthTrust, for assuring our non-employed providers of services are compliant
with our new policy. Refresh your memory on the Verified Professionals and stay
alert for more information about this coming soon.

 

New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect.
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